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Abstract As cloud computing services are becoming more practical and popular 
for the sake of its convenience and being more economical, its’ security vulnera-
bility has been the continuous threat for both cloud service providers and clients. 
The more the financial benefits of these services became so attractive and the need 
for uninterrupted services grows, the distributed denial of services (DDoS) attacks 
that degrade and down its’ service availability has been the major security con-
cern. While researchers try to address this security threat and come up with lasting 
solutions for early detection of DDoS attacks, the degree of these attacks is getting 
higher and very sophisticated. The changing and aggressive nature of the attacks 
make it very severe threat and difficult to easily find remedy. On this research 
paper, we are presenting the design and dataflow architectures for a solution mod-
el that could contribute in resolving one of the major cloud security threat, the 
early detection of DDoS attacks, using its hybrid approach.* 

Keywords Cloud security · Cloud design architecture · Detection of DDoS  
attacks · Conditional entropy 

1 Introduction 

A Distributed Denial of Service (DDoS) attack is a flooding attack on a certain 
target network or server system that is launched through many compromised  
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systems called zombies.  DDoS attacks are launched with the intention of service 
disruption by depleting either the network resources or the host servers. DDoS 
attacks are caused by sending flood of requests and preventing legitimate users 
from accessing network services or data center resources. In order for attackers to 
create large botnets of computers (Zombies) under their control, they have two 
options: the more common option of using specialized malware to infect the ma-
chines of users who are unaware that their machines are compromised, or the rela-
tively newer option of amassing a large number of volunteers willing to use DDoS 
programs. 

Anytime attackers want to launch a DDoS attack, they can send messages to 
their botnet’s C&C servers with instructions to perform an attack on a particular 
target, and any infected machines communicating with the contacted C&C server 
will comply by launching a coordinated attack. 

2 Related Works 

Many researches have been conducted and as many number of different DDoS 
detection techniques have been proposed. Among these was a simple and efficient 
hidden markov model scheme for host based anomaly intrusion detection [1]. An 
entropy based anomaly detection system to prevent DDoS attacks in cloud was 
reviewed, explored, investigated and proposed as an alternative solution [2]. After 
investigating the correlativity changes of monitored network features during flood 
attacks, a covariance-Matrix modelling and detecting various flooding attacks was 
proposed [3]. 

An experimented result was also analyzed and presented to support a model 
that was instrumental to propose a model to detect flood based DoS attack in cloud 
environment. It provided research results that support how effectively the flood 
attacks are detected [4].  Researchers also discussed how entropy based collabora-
tive detection of DDoS attacks on community networks could effectively works in 
theory  by applying information theory parameter called entropy rate [5]. Different 
types of DDoS attacks at different layers of OSI model were discussed and pre-
sented, and finally, analyzed the impact of DDoS attacks on cloud environment 
[6]. The analysis of covariance model for DDoS Detection was discussed and the 
researchers described how the method can effectively differentiate the traffic be-
tween the normal and attack traffic. They also showed how the linear complexity 
of the method makes its real time detection practical [7].  

Another detecting solution framework to predict multi-step attacks before they 
pose a serious security risk is by using hidden markov model. The study based the 
real time intrusion prediction on optimized alerts since alerts correlations play a 
critical role in prediction [8].  The design of two independent architectures for 
HTTP and FTP which uses an extended hidden semi-markov model to describe 
the browsing habits of web searchers and detecting DDoS attacks were discussed  
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and investigated [9]. A survey of different mechanism of DDoS attacks, its detec-
tion, and the various approaches to handle them was discussed and explored,  
to enable the clients review and understand those different parameters having 
impacts in their decision making process while selecting the right DDoS detecting 
scheme [10].   

The scopes of DDoS flooding attack problems and attempts to combat them 
have been explored by categorizing the DDoS flooding attacks and classifying 
existing countermeasures based on different parameters [11]. A comprehensive 
survey presented DDoS attacks, detection methods, detection tools used in wired 
networks and internet, and future research direction [12].  The Security problem 
associated with cloud computing becomes more complex due to entering of new 
dimensions in problem scope related to its own main attributes. Researchers also 
proposed a detection scheme based on the information theory based metrics. The 
proposed scheme has two phases: Behavior monitoring and Detection. Based on 
the observation, Entropy of requests per session and the trust score for each user is 
calculated [13]. DDoS attacks could be detected using the application of Dempster 
Shafer Theory. The theory was applied to detect DDoS threat in cloud environ-
ment. It is an approach for combining evidence in attack conditions [14]. The 
effectiveness of an anomaly based detection and characterization system highly 
dependent on accuracy of threshold value setting. And this approach described a 
novel framework that deals with the detection pf variety of DDoS attacks [15]. 
Cloud specific Intrusion Detection System was proposed and described a defense 
mechanism against the DDoS attacks. This defense mechanism discusses how to 
detect the DDoS attack before it succeeds [16]. Effectively detecting the band-
width limit of a cloud network and the bandwidth currently in use helps to know 
when a DDoS attacks begin [17].  An approach described based on fundamentals 
of information theory specifically Kolmogorov complexity to detecting distributed 
denial of service (DDoS) attacks was proposed. Despite its complexity the scheme 
enabled early detection [18]. 

3 Strategy of DDoS Attacks 

Even though there are many different types of DDoS attacks, all these attacks have 
the same attacking strategies and involve four stages of scenarios: Selecting 
agents where agents that will perform the attack is chosen, Compromising agents 
where the vulnerabilities of the zombie machines will be exploited and the attack 
codes are transferred, Communication where attackers will communicate with the 
handlers to determine which zombie machines are up and running and decide the 
other parameters, and finally Attack where the hackers initiate the attacks and 
other attacking parameters could be adjusted. 
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Fig. 1  Description of DDoS
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IP Packet Observed 
 

      P*  Sample Network features selected 
      Q*   Sample Browsing features 
 
For Each session of P*  Network features selected 
 
        Compute the Kendall tau value using Concordance and Dis-  
         concordance               (Using formula 3) 
 
         Covariance Matrix C(X) will be modulated   
                                            (Using formula 4) 
  
         The Deviation Function D(.) is computed 

 
         Let V = D(.) 
         Assign V a value equals to 0 or 1 
 
         If  (V = 0)  (Packet not an attack)   then 
 
               (Perform the next packet analysis procedure) 
               Browsing features will be considered 
                
               For range of interval time observation (t = 1..T ) 
                          
                         Compute entropy H(X) =∑  

 
f  (X) log(f (X)                                 

                                                         X                                                        
                     Compare the entropy rate H(X)  with the threshold 
                          
                         If  H(X)  is equal or less than the threshold value 
 
                                 Packet discarded 
                                 Attack Alarm will be sent to Admin. 
 
                         End If 
                End  
 

        Else  (If V = 1) (Packet an attack) 
 
                (False Alarm Analysis is done using conditional entropy) 
                Compute Conditional Entropy (Using formula 12) 

                H (→−x |X) = H (→−x , X) − H (X) 

             If  H(→−x |X) is equal or less than the threshold 
 
                     Packet discarded 
                     Attack Alarm will be sent to Admin 
 
             Else 
                     Grant Access to the Cloud Data Center 
 
             End If 
       End If 
 

End                  
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2

7 Detection Approaches 

Let X be a p× T multivariate vector where p is number of network ‘ features’ 
or variables and T is  the  number  of  (discrete  time  interval)  observations.  
Our objective is to identify the presence of atypical dependence in a sam-
ple after establishing a baseline dependence. 

In statistical terms we evaluate the dependency among X for an ordinary, non-
attack, regime – Let’s call it T0 = T (X0), where T is some statistic of the multivariate 
data and X0 is the baseline or non-attack, training, data. Then the task is to 
evaluate the ‘distance’, via this statistic, between the training data and ‘new’ 
data; large values of this distance indicate an ‘ attack’. In notation 

D(T0,T(X))                                                            (1) 

7.1 Multivariate Correlation 

Out of p∗ ≤ p features the covariance matrix is only taking two features at a time, 
then testing after imposing a threshold and/or using 0, 1 as the distance. For ordinary 
p× p correlation/covariance matrix has entries proportional to: 

   Cov(Xi,Xj) =E[Xi·Xj]                                          (2) 

there are p (p+1) unique entries in such a matrix where i and j are now 
multivariate indices, for each of t: len (i) = len (j). The expectation above, 
then, should be a scalar and the matrix collecting these will be of dimen-
sion  p × p . 

7.1.1 Kendall’s Tau for Bivariate Correlation, Multiple Correlation 

The population version of Kendall’s Tau is: 

τ = P(Concordance) – P(Discordance)                                    (3) 

These can be collected pairwise into a matrix as well, say, by calculating: 

τij = P({Concordance} – P({Discordance})[Xi, Xj]                   ( 4 )  

or into a matrix of reduced dimension 

τij = P({Concordance} – P({Discordance})[Xi, Xj]                 (5) 

in analogy with the covariance and the same thresholding, can be done. Even 
to the use of Chebyshev’s inequality to impose probability limits on the  
statistical values.  
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The sample version of Kendall’s Tau is calculated by letting 

P({Concordance}) = #{Xi, Xj > 0 & Xi, Xj < 0}                       (6) 

P({Disconcordance}) = #{Xi > 0, Xj < 0 & Xi< 0, Xj > 0}          (7) 

Where # is the number of instances over all indices i, j. 

7.1.2 Entropic Approach 

The entropy of a multivariate, discrete, random variable is: 

        H(X) =∑ f(X) log (f(X))                                   (8) 
                                      X                                                      
This is the entropy across all features of the data, in terms of the model 

across the entire dimension of the multivariate vector H (.) is a func-
tion from Rp→ R. In the world of the data  which for the moment we 
assume arrive from a stable process but possible ‘attack’ regime - we have 
x1, x2, ..., xT  as the multivariate observations. Call these →−x . So our esti-
mate of the entropy will rely on f (·) - which can be a particular model or an 
empirical estimator - and be estimated across t = 1, ..., T units of time 
indexed observations is given by: 

                                              T 

         H (→−x)   =∑ 
 
f (xt) log (f (xt))                                              (9) 

                                             t =1 

Consider setting 
      H(X) = T0(X)                                                 (10) 

as the baseline entropy among the features. Then we can consider 

D(T0, T (→−x)) = H(X) − H  (→−x)                                    (11) 

7.1.3 Conditional Entropy 

Alternately we compute:  

H(→−x |X) = H(→−x,    X) − H(X)                                       (12) 

as measures of (an increase in) dependency among suspected attack data. 
In (12), a large distance between the baseline entropy and the entropy of 
the data (i.e. calculated across some time steps) is the signal for an at-
tack. In (13), we use the entropy itself (i.e. the dependency between the 
features under the model and those of the data) as the measure of an 
attack. In (13) this measure is function of the model f (X) on the ‘training’ 
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data; perhaps an empirical estimator f̂ (→−x) or the probability of the data 
given the model f (→−x). If we eschew an empirical estimator and calculate 
f (→−x) in (13) we can think of this as similar to a likelihood based approach, 
but where we access the likelihood via the entropy function. In a sense, 
this method is more ‘complete’: the mass from the entire probability 
distribution (via the model f and estimator f̂) is used and not just the 
expectation. 

8 Conclusion 

On this paper we have presented and discussed the design architecture, data flow 
architecture, and algorithm of our newly hybrid approached solution model that 
could be a better choice in terms of detecting the DDoS flood attacks. The prelim-
inary results showed that our detection technique is very encouraging and promis-
ing. We shall present the details of our research results, data analysis, and our 
recommendation for future works ideas on the next upcoming conference. 
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